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ABSTRACT
Placeshifting systems stream videos from the home to a single re-
mote user using the limited upstream capacity of the home broad-
band link. We analyze the behavior of two placeshifting systems
each using two types of broadband networks. We show that the du-
ration between packets did not depend on the way that the servers
were sending the packets through the bottleneck link. Even though
both of these systems used TCP, the duration between packets did
not follow the round trip times either. Instead, it depended on the
particular broadband network. Our analysis shows how the bottle-
necked first mile network leads to predictable packet delivery at the
remote client. Paradoxically, it also leads to shorter periods and a
single packet within each data burst. We discuss the limitations im-
posed by this behavior on a client side energy saving mechanism.
We also describe techniques that allow the placeshifting servers to
better operate with client side WNIC energy saving mechanisms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.m [Computer Systems Organization]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Experimentation

Keywords
Placeshifting, TCP streaming, first mile bottleneck, energy saving

1. INTRODUCTION
The wireless network interface (WNIC) consumes a significant

portion of the laptop energy reserves [12, 1]. They support various
power states with varying network functionality. Prior efforts [4, 9,
11, 3, 16, 14] exploited the low power states to conserve energy.

Energy conservation schemes are effective for isochronous stream-
ing media because of their predictable network behavior [3]. How-
ever, prior systems did not consider the effects of network bottle-
neck on packet predictability. Without any bottleneck, the packet
dynamics at the client are predominantly driven by the way packets
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were sent from the media server. For wireless users, the bottleneck
link can either be in the first mile or in the last mile network. With a
bottlenecked last mile network, there are no idle durations that can
be exploited for energy conservation. Hence, we explore streaming
scenarios using a bottlenecked first mile network.

We investigate placeshifting systems that allow users to watch
the video from a place that is different from the originally intended
location. For example, when traveling, these systems allow a sin-
gle user to remotely watch premium TV programs that they had
already subscribed at their home (and thus avoid paying twice).
Systems such as the EchoStar Slingbox/TV Everywhere, Sony Lo-
cationFree and TV2Me offer hardware devices that attach to the
TV output. The upcoming EchoStar ViP 922 DVR will also na-
tively offer this Slingbox functionality. Client software is available
for laptops, smart phones and handheld gaming consoles. Sony and
EchoStar also make dedicated wireless tablets that are designed to
watch the LocationFree and Slingbox streams, respectively.

The placeshifting server uses the under-provisioned upstream ca-
pacity of the broadband link; the Speed Matter’s “Survey of Inter-
net speeds” estimates that the average upload speed in the US is 1.1
Mbps. The Slingbox consumes over eight Mbps to locally stream
standard definition (SD) streams. Note that placeshifting access is
one-to-one and is different from peer-to-peer (P2P) scenarios where
the same object was available elsewhere; P2P users can circumvent
the low upload capacity by either accessing the object from a server
or swarm from a number of different locations [5].

We analyzed the network traffic created by EchoStar Slingbox
PRO and Sony LocationFree LF-B20 placeshifting devices. Both
these devices streamed using the TCP protocol with no user con-
figurable way to choose UDP streaming. We used the Motorola
Canopy WWAN as well as a DSL service as our first mile broad-
band network. We watched three different TV programs that were
stored in a DVR for repeatable experimentation. We watched the
streams from a laptop as well as a Sony PSP handheld.

Since the placeshifting devices used TCP, we expected that the
duration between packets will depend on the round trip times (TCP
self-clocking [8]). Instead, they depended on the first mile network
as well as on the distribution of packet sizes. We show that the bot-
tleneck allows the streams to be received far more periodically than
when directly receiving the stream from the placeshifting servers
themselves. However, the bottleneck can only allow one packet in
a given data burst. Placeshifting devices can increase the duration
between packets by using the largest packet size that will also not
be automatically fragmented by the bottleneck network. However,
while using large packets, jitter can lose large amounts of data; the
client will lose the entire packet if the WNIC was in an energy sav-
ing state at the start of a packet. These observations have important
implications on client side WNIC energy saving mechanisms.
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Figure 1: First mile (bottleneck link) scenarios

We analyze the streams in §2 and analyze energy saving mecha-
nisms in §3. We discuss prior research in §4 and conclude in §5.

2. PLACESHIFTING STREAM ANALYSIS
We analyze the placeshifting streams with an eye towards under-

standing factors that affect energy conservation (§3).

2.1 System setup
For our experiments, we used the Canopy and DSL broadband

services (Fig. 1). The Motorola Canopy is a wireless last mile
broadband and a back-haul service that behaves similar to the IEEE
WiMax network. The shared bandwidth between the Canopy back-
haul towers was seven Mbps. The network was configured 3:1 for
downstream and upstream traffic. However, this configuration was
elastic; when there was no downstream traffic, the upstream pack-
ets can use the entire seven Mbps of bandwidth. We used two hops
to directly reach the campus’s wired LAN. We also used the AT&T
DSL service which offered six Mbps downstream and 768 Kbps up-
stream; the bandwidth was capped at the home DSL modem. The
University did not have any special peering arrangements with the
DSL provider. For local viewing, we used the Ethernet connection
for the Slingbox and the integrated access point for LocationFree
streams. We refer to these network scenarios as Canopy, DSL and
Direct, respectively. Note that we expect to fully use all of the up-
stream capacity because the owner is remote and is not using the
home broadband link for other purposes. Besides, any simultane-
ous use from within the home will predominantly use the down-
stream capacity, leaving the upstream for placeshifting purposes.

The placeshifting Server was attached to an EchoStar ViP 622
HD DVR which allowed us to replay the same stream for the var-
ious experiments. We used the Slingbox PRO and Sony Location-
Free LF-B20 placeshifting devices. Both of these devices use two
TCP channels to independently transmit the audio and video infor-
mation. We watched the Slingbox stream using a Mac OSX laptop
and the LocationFree stream using a Sony PSP handheld device.
Though the LocationFree can stream videos at up to three Mbps,
the PSP was only capable of receiving streams at about one Mbps
(corresponding to the Sony Preset 5). The clients used a dedicated
802.11b access point operating on an isolated wireless channel to
remotely watch and control the TV programs. The placeshifting
devices as well as the viewer clients are proprietary and closed.
Hence we analyze the packets transmitted by these devices using
client-side tcpdump traces. While using the Slingbox, we collected
tcpdump traces as well as watched the streams using the same Mac
laptop. While watching the LocationFree streams, we collected
tcpdump traces using a Mac laptop that was associated to the same
wireless AP as the Sony PSP LocationFree client.

We watched three different TV programs for about ten minutes
each. We watched a high definition (HD) BBC Planet Earth pro-
gram. Note that our placeshifting devices do not stream in HD.
The newer Slingbox PRO-HD placeshifting Server requires at least
1.5 Mbps upstream network speed for HD streaming, currently not
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Figure 2: Duration between packets (Planet)

supported by our DSL provider. We watched the SD cartoon show
Caillou. We also surfed through a set sequence of live over-the-
air (OTA) HD local channels; we changed the channel, waited for
the stream to stabilize (DVR exhibited a channel change latency of
several seconds) and then waited for three seconds before switch-
ing the channel. Such surfing frequently changes the scenes and
adversely affects the compression ratios achieved by MPEG like
encodings. We refer to these traces as Planet, Caillou and Surf,
respectively. We performed the remote experiments around 4:00
PM on a weekday; we expected some congestion induced by traf-
fic from campus and Internet users. We repeated the experiments
under each scenario and report the representative results.

For lack of space, we only illustrate the first 150 seconds using
the Planet stream for the rest of the paper.

2.2 Duration between packets
First, we plot the distribution of the duration between packets

for the various networking scenarios for the Planet stream in Fig.
2. While using the in-home Direct network, the Slingbox sent 97%
of the packets within a msec of each other. For the LocationFree
device, 45% of the packets were received within a msec of each
other while 90% were received within 15 msecs of each other.

For the Canopy network and LocationFree, only 15% of the
packets were received less than seven msecs of each other with 50%
of the packets being received at seven msecs. However, with the
Slingbox, 30% of the packets were received within less than a msec
and 85% of the packets were received within seven msecs. Using
the DSL network, we note that for the LocationFree service, 90%
of the packets were received within 16 msecs and for the Slingbox,
about 40% of the packets were received within 16 msecs.

The observed system behavior was different between Direct and
the various broadband networks. We expected the placeshifting
Server to produce data frames at regular intervals (say every 33
msec for the 30 fps stream). Our results showed that the duration
between packets did not follow the stream frame rate. TCP streams
are self-clocking [8] and the time between bursts is controlled by
the receipt of the acknowledgments. The downstream bandwidth is
much higher than the upstream link and the acknowledgment pack-
ets were likely delivered with little congestion. Hence we measured
the round trip times using the time between sending feedback traf-
fic from the client to the placeshifting Server and the corresponding
ACK as 34.37 msec and 14.54 msec for DSL and Canopy networks,
respectively. Thus, the time between packets cannot be attributed
to the TCP self clocking mechanism either.
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Figure 3: Packet size and duration between packets

2.3 Distribution of packet sizes
In general, video streams are expected to be a variable bitrate

with packet sizes depending on the frame type (e.g. I, P or B).
However, TCP is a reliable data streaming protocol. Hence, video
frames written by the placeshifting Server need not be transmit-
ted immediately as an IP datagram; the actual network packet sizes
are influenced by the current congestion window and the receipt
of acknowledgments. While using the Direct link (not illustrated
for lack of space), only 79% of the LocationFree packets and 58%
of the Slingbox packets were streamed at the largest size. The re-
maining LocationFree packets were uniformly distributed between
66 and 1,466 bytes. For the Slingbox, 25% of the traffic used 134
byte packets, 8% used 286 bytes, and another 8% used 1,362 bytes.
Using the DSL link, about 95% of the LocationFree packets and
62% of the Slingbox packets were streamed at the largest packet
size. Also, the Slingbox transmitted 16% of the traffic using 150
byte packets and another 10% of the traffic used 302 byte packets.
On the other hand, using the Canopy network, 92% of the Location-
Free packets and 58% of the Slingbox traffic used the largest packet
sizes. The remaining LocationFree packet sizes were uniformly
distributed between 66 and 1,465 bytes. The Slingbox streamed
22% of the packets of size 150 bytes, 5% packets of size 286, 4%
of size 382, 4% of size 1,274 and another 5% of size 1,370.

2.4 Packet size and duration between packets
Next, we plot the relationship between the stream packet size and

the duration between the current and prior packet for watching the
Planet stream in Fig. 3. We also show reference lines that plot the
time taken to transmit a particular packet using the nominal band-
width of the bottleneck link. The specific bottleneck bandwidth
value affects the slope of this reference curve; a higher bandwidth
will shift the reference line towards the x-axis. Note that it is not
usually possible to send a packet faster than the reference duration
(except for packets which were buffered and delayed in the Internet
cloud and hence can be momentarily sent faster than the reference
duration). It is possible to observe a larger duration either because
the placeshifting server was deliberately choosing the larger inter-
val or when the real bottleneck link was elsewhere.

We chose a reference line of 700 Kbps for the DSL network and a
range of 1.75 Mbps and seven Mbps for the Canopy network (soft

bottleneck

Scenario 1 - Traffic shaped input

bottleneck

Scenario 2 - Random input

Figure 4: Bottleneck link automatically shaping network traffic

provisioned). If the average duration between packets was corre-
lated to the reference line, then that either means that the packets
were being automatically buffered and delayed at the home end of
the broadband link or that the placeshifting server was shaping the
traffic to arrive at the appropriate times to the broadband link. Our
analysis (§2.2) shows that the behavior of the system was differ-
ent for each network; there is no indication that the placeshifting
system itself was explicitly performing any traffic shaping.

First we focus on the Canopy network and the LocationFree
stream (Fig. 3(a)). On average, the maximum size packets required
about eight msecs since the previous packet. This value closely
matches the reference line for 1.75 Mbps; the time between packets
matched the time required to transmit the packet. Similarly, while
using the Slingbox device, the largest and most popular packets re-
quired about eight msec which was also the time required to trans-
mit this packet through a 1.75 Mbps link. However, smaller packets
were received at durations which were less than the reference 1.75
Mbps link. On the other hand, these smaller packets were received
within the duration for a seven Mbps link; the Canopy network
allowed momentary stream bandwidths to exceed the 1.75 Mbps
limit. Note that many small packets required more than ten msecs
since the last packets and hence were not illustrated because of our
choice of the scale of the y-axis.

Next, we analyze the behavior while using the DSL network and
the LocationFree device (Fig. 3(b)). Most of the duration be-
tween packets were strongly correlated with the time to transmit
the packet through the DSL bottleneck. Over 95% of the packets
were received as the largest packet and was strongly correlated with
the reference line. Similarly, we analyzed the behavior while using
the Slingbox in Fig. 3(d). We note a strong correlation between
the packet size and the time to receive the packet. Interestingly,
the correlation remains even though the higher error rates could be
expected to adversely affect the stream periodicity; the bottleneck
network dominates the duration between packets.

As the bottleneck link bandwidth reduces from Canopy (1.75
Mbps) to the DSL (700 Kbps) network, the time to transmit the
packet through the bottleneck link dominates the duration between
packets. Thus, the distribution of the packet sizes decides the dis-
tribution of the duration between packets, irrespective of how they
were sent by the placeshifting server.

The TCP on the placeshifting server can control the duration be-
tween packets by controlling the packet sizes; smaller packets will
be received more frequently and larger packets less frequently. We
illustrate this behavior in Fig. 4. In Scenario 1, the incoming traf-
fic was sent in bursts while in Scenario 2, the packets arrive at the
bottleneck in random fashion. However, in both scenarios, if the
bottleneck was saturated, then the egress traffic from the bottle-
neck is equally spaced with the spacing depending on the network
bandwidth of the bottleneck and the packet size. For a saturated
700 Kbps upstream DSL link, this duration amounts to 16.77 msec
between successive 1,468 packets. If the placeshifting server in-



Trace Device Type
Idle Energy

duration (%) (%)

Planet

LocationFree
Direct 86.24 26.15

Canopy 82.58 29.49
DSL 88.56 24.02

Slingbox
Direct 13.36 89.18

Canopy 81.32 30.63
DSL 90.85 21.92

Table 1: Energy savings potential
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Figure 5: Client side energy management

creased the periodicity beyond this duration, then it will reduce the
network throughput. Energy savings mechanisms that need to in-
crease the duration between packets without reducing the network
throughput will require traffic shaping mechanisms that are beyond
the bottleneck link (towards the client). Approaches that pace the
placeshifting server by delaying the ACKs [16] will reduce the ef-
fective network throughput. Note that we wish to watch the TV
programs at the maximum possible fidelity (which requires a 700
Kbps stream in the DSL scenario). Next, we show the importance
of these observations on client-side energy savings mechanisms.

3. CLIENT SIDE ENERGY SAVING
Client side energy saving mechanisms exploit the idle durations

inherent in bursty media streams.

3.1 Energy saving potential
First we tabulate the percentage of idle time with respect to the

total stream duration for the various scenarios in Table 1. We also
show the amount of energy consumed by optimally transitioning a
Wavelan WNIC [7] to sleep instead of the idle state. We note that
the streams exhibit large amounts of idle durations. While using the
DSL network, about 88.56% to 90.85% of the durations was idle.
This corresponds to potential energy savings of between 76% and
78% over a policy that used the Wavelan idle state; there is room
for significant energy savings. Note that, Direct network scenarios
with the Slingbox offer as little as 13% idle duration (requiring
about 90% of the energy for leaving the WNIC in the idle state).

3.2 Energy saving policy
Energy saving policies need to predict the burst durations so that

the WNIC can be transitioned to a low power state at the end of
the burst as well as transition the WNIC back to an active state
to receive the next burst. Fig. 5 illustrates a scenario where the
WNIC remains active during the tbusy interval. The policy needs
to minimize both tinit, the duration when the interface is active and
waiting for streaming packets and tend, the duration when the in-
terface is still active even though the data burst is complete. Any
data that was delivered while the interface was in a low power state
will not be received by the client. However, unlike UDP based

Stream
Single big prev. big prev. small cur.
(%) small cur. (%) big cur. (%) (%)

Canopy, Slingbox(Wait = 3 msec)
Planet 67.63 31.14 0.30 0.92
Surf 68.30 30.62 0.16 0.91

DSL, Slingbox(Wait = 4 msec)
Planet 71.01 24.56 0.00 4.40
Surf 74.56 20.52 0.02 4.88

Canopy, LocationFree(Wait = 3 msec)
Planet 94.71 1.51 3.37 0.40
Surf 94.62 1.36 3.38 0.63

DSL, LocationFree(Wait = 4 msec)
Planet 96.35 2.30 0.09 1.24
Surf 97.74 1.61 0.01 0.63

Table 2: Subsequent packet size distribution

streaming scenarios [3], TCP will retransmit these lost packets.
The first mile bottleneck mitigates the loss of periodicity imposed
by these retransmissions. Note that the bursts themselves might
exhibit idle durations (illustrated by gray shade). When these idle
durations within a data burst approach the idle duration between
packet bursts, energy saving becomes difficult; we prefer systems
that exhibit a clear distinction between the idle and busy durations.

3.2.1 Choosing the policy durations
We chose the Sleep and Wait parameters (Fig. 5) as follows: the

WNIC transitioned to a low power state during Sleep. Given the
prevalence of large packets (§2.3) and their effect on the bottle-
neck link (§2.4), we choose the time to transmit the large packet
through the bottleneck link as the Sleep parameter. The busy dura-
tion (tbusy) (Fig. 5) is calculated dynamically: after a new packet
is received, the WNIC remains in the active state for Wait duration.
If no packets were received during the Wait duration, the WNIC
is then transitioned into a lower power idle state for (Sleep - Wait)
duration; packets received during idle duration are lost.

To choose the Wait duration, we analyzed packets that were re-
ceived close together in order to understand whether the subsequent
packets were small or large. Larger packets require longer Wait du-
rations; affecting our ability to achieve good energy savings. We
analyzed the percentage of times when a single packet was re-
ceived. When multiple packets were received, we investigated three
different scenarios: 1) the percentage of packets in which the prior
packet within the active burst was large and the subsequent packet
was small, 2) when the prior packet was large and the subsequent
was also large and 3) times when the first packet was small and tab-
ulated them in Table 2. Note that for LocationFree, about 95% of
the packets were single with about 3.4% receiving two large pack-
ets in succession. Hence our energy saving policy will transition
the WNIC to a Sleep state immediately after receiving a packet
(without actively idling for the Wait duration during the first Sleep
interval). For the Slingbox, 2

3
were single while about a third saw

a small packet follow a larger packet. These smaller packets can be
received with a moderately small Wait duration of about four msec.

3.3 Performance metrics
The total energy consumed by the WNIC depends on the time

spent as well as the magnitude of power consumed in the idle and
active power states (

∑
tidle ∗ Pidle +

∑
tactive ∗ Pactive). The

power values are specific to a particular WNIC card. We gener-
alize the energy consumed by reporting the relative Sleep dura-
tion as compared to an optimal policy. The optimal policy will
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Figure 6: Relative energy consumption metrics

Sleep whenever the network is idle; it transitions the WNIC to an
idle state after receiving a packet and then transition back to re-
ceive the next packet without losing any packets. Conversely, the
achieved Sleep duration can be higher than 100% as a particular
policy can sleep longer while losing packets. In the worst case, a
policy can Sleep throughout the experiment, losing all packets and
yet achieving higher Sleep duration than the optimal policy. We
also report the relative Active duration as compared to the optimal
policy. Again, the Active duration can be less than 100%. The op-
timal policy will achieve a Sleep value of 100%, Active value of
100% with no packet loss. We also specifically compare the energy
consumed while using the Wavelan WLAN card [7]. We consider
the time taken to transmit packets using an IEEE 802.11b network
with effective throughput of five Mbps.

We describe these metrics with an illustration (Fig. 6): con-
sider a scenario in which two packets, each requiring t1 and t3
were received with a duration of t2 between them. An optimal pol-
icy would remain active for t1 and t3 and remain in a sleep state
for t2 and require an energy of (t1 + t3) ∗ Pa + t2 ∗ Ps (where
Pa and Ps is the power required to remain in the active and sleep
states, respectively). For the Wavelan card [7], Pa = 1425mW
and Ps = 177mW . Consider a policy that maintained the WNIC
card in active states for durations tx and tz while sleeping for ty
between these active states. We report the relative Sleep duration
as ty

t2
and relative Active duration as (tx+tz)

(t1+t3)
. Note that the relative

Sleep interface is over 100% because the second packet will be lost
by this policy (the WNIC woke up too late to receive the packet).

3.4 Energy savings using the Canopy network
First, we analyze the energy saving for using the Canopy network

(Table 3) which offered sufficient bandwidth for the placeshifting
service. We choose Sleep durations of four, five and six msecs and
Wait durations of one, two and three msecs. 50% of the packets
were received in seven msecs (§2.2); Sleep value of six msecs and
a Wait duration of one msec allow the system to sleep and then be
ready to receive the next packet.

Energy savings and the amount of lost packets were similar be-
tween the placeshifting servers (Table 3) even though their packet
dynamics were different. Note that our policy for LocationFree
avoids the initial Wait interval in an active state. For the Location-
Free and Planet stream, even though the Sleep value of six msec
and Wait value of one msecs achieved 98% of the sleep duration
while being active for 107% of the optimal active duration, it also
lost 78% of the incoming packets. The best energy savings were
achieved by a policy that used a Sleep value of four msecs and a
Wait duration of three msecs. This policy lost 20% of the pack-
ets while remaining online for 356% of the optimal policy. For a
Wavelan card, this translates to about 71% of the energy consumed
without energy savings (optimal policy required 30%).

3.5 Energy savings using the DSL network
Next, we analyze the energy savings while using the DSL net-

Sleep Wait Sleep Active Energy Lost
(msec) (%) (%) (%) (%)

LocationFree

4 msec
1 87 157 38.87 72
2 62 279 58.62 44
3 45 356 71.20 20

5 msec
1 95 122 33.15 83
2 73 225 49.86 54
3 58 297 61.58 35

6 msec
1 98 107 30.81 78
2 80 191 44.40 59
3 66 256 54.96 51

Slingbox

4 msec
1 86 157 40.69 74
2 52 306 66.64 46
3 23 434 88.86 24

5 msec
1 94 126 35.17 79
2 64 256 57.92 49
3 39 364 76.72 34

6 msec
1 97 110 32.44 79
2 72 221 51.80 54
3 50 313 67.86 41

Table 3: Energy savings for Canopy and Planet

Sleep Wait Sleep Active Energy Lost
(msec) (%) (%) (%) (%)

LocationFree

13 msec

3 85 214 36.38 33
4 82 238 38.89 14
5 80 252 40.43 11
6 78 263 41.63 9

14 msec

3 89 183 32.98 20
4 87 199 34.74 15
5 85 211 36.03 12
6 84 221 37.11 10

15 msec

3 93 151 29.55 24
4 91 165 31.10 19
5 89 178 32.52 17

Slingbox

13 msec

3 75 338 42.56 45
4 63 457 52.78 20
5 55 542 60.11 11
6 47 614 66.37 9

14 msec

3 76 332 42.01 32
4 67 422 49.82 19
5 60 495 56.05 15
6 52 566 62.15 12

15 msec

3 80 296 38.92 36
4 71 382 46.24 23
5 64 450 52.15 20

Table 4: Energy savings for DSL and Planet

work (Table 4). In §2.2, we noted that 90% of the packets were
received in 16 msecs. Hence, a policy that used a Sleep value of 15
msecs and a Wait duration of three msec might be promising. How-
ever, for the LocationFree and Planet stream, we observe that we
achieved a Sleep duration of 93% and an active duration of 151% of
the optimal policy while losing 24% of the incoming packets. For
a Wavelan card, this policy consumed 29.55% of energy (as com-
pared to 24.02% for the optimal policy). On the other hand, a Sleep



duration of 13 msecs and a Wait duration of five msecs achieved
Sleep durations of 80% of the optimal value while remaining active
for 252% as compared to the optimal policy while only losing 11%
of the packets. Further analysis (not shown) showed that we al-
ready experience packet loss of around 9% in Direct scenarios with
acceptable streaming performance. We observed poorer results for
the Slingbox; a policy that used Sleep of 15 msecs and Wait of
three msecs achieved a Sleep duration of 80% of optimal while los-
ing 36% of the packets. For a Wavelan, this policy consumed about
39% of the energy.

4. RELATED WORK
Balakrishnan et al. [2] analyzed the effects of network asymme-

try on TCP performance and reduced the amount of TCP traffic on
the constrained reverse network. However, our system operates by
primarily sending its data over the constrained reverse network; our
path for TCP acknowledgments is unconstrained.

Saroiu et al. [10] analyzed the bottleneck bandwidths between
Gnutella peers. Xu et al. [15] investigated the effects of peer asym-
metry on P2P streaming systems. Chen et al. [5] analyzed the
behavior of IPTV systems while operating using asymmetric peers.
Unlike these systems, placeshifting systems cannot choose many
clients in order to achieve high bandwidth at the client.

Wang et al. [13] presented a comprehensive analysis of TCP
streaming. However, they did not consider network bottlenecks.

Prior work explored energy saving under different network sce-
narios. Mohapatra et al. [9] developed an integrated power man-
agement mechanism that considered the various levels of energy
management possible in mobile devices. Our work primarily in-
vestigates the effects of a first mile bottleneck on the energy con-
sumption. Earlier, we [3] investigated the energy implications of
receiving UDP Microsoft media, Quicktime and Real streams. We
then developed [4] an application specific server side traffic shap-
ing mechanism to improve energy savings. Similarly, Shenoy et al.
[11] developed a proxy based traffic shaping mechanism. Gundlach
et al. [6] also developed a proxy based traffic shaping mechanism.
In this work, we show that the bandwidth limitation on the server
side plays an important role in shaping the network traffic. How-
ever, given the single user operating nature of placeshifting sys-
tems, such proxies are unlikely to be widely deployed. Yan et al.
[16] investigated energy saving for TCP based downloading sys-
tems. They delayed the ACKs in order to transparently force the
server to shape the traffic for better energy saving. We show that
these techniques do not work in our scenario where the duration
between packets are dictated by the bottleneck link; traffic shaping
will need to be implemented after the bottleneck network.

5. DISCUSSION
We show that the placeshifting servers themselves did not pro-

duce significant stream periodicity. Instead, the first mile bottle-
neck naturally shapes the stream to be periodic, especially when
the bottleneck capacity is stable. Large packets can increase this
duration. On the other hand, large packets are likely to lead to
large amounts of data loss since the WNIC will lose the whole
packet if it remained in the idle state at the start of the packet re-
ception. We show that the bottleneck bandwidth is stable for DSL
networks, even when the packets subsequently traverse the Inter-
net. We showed that the placeshifting systems chose large packet
sizes, an artifact of the data streaming nature of the TCP protocol.
Except for any jitter introduced by the Internet, this traffic shaping
was more accurate than relying on the underlying video periodic-
ity. Even with the use of client side proxies, prior efforts [4] only

achieved energy savings for the loss of 30% to 50% of the packets.
Paradoxically, our system cannot transmit more than one packet
within a single burst. Server side traffic shaping cannot address
this concern. We either require client side traffic shaping mecha-
nisms (unlikely for single user placeshifting) or be forced to use
lower stream quality and entirely remove the network bottleneck.
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